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sometimes it can be hard to conduct usability
studies, controlled experiments, etc

it can be hard to replicate environments

it can be hard to replicate tasks

life is increasingly interwoven with technology and 
complex
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field deployments give realism
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field deployments

study a technology in the field, the actual place in 
which it would be used

occur over a long time period
e.g., weeks to months, sometimes even years

think about feelings of ‘novelty’ and how quickly 
that wears off

think about ‘time’ in terms of data points
e.g., how many interactions will a user have?  
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router example

give it to a family to use for 
two months

interview them at the start of the study

interview them every couple of weeks,
or keep a diary

interview them at the end of the two months
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field deployment benefits

learn about behavior over time

rich data and understanding
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field deployment challenges

less control over when and what people do
e.g., people may use the design for something else, people may not use the design

time consuming

technology must be robust for everyday use that is ongoing
e.g., stuff breaks, the Internet goes down, etc.

participant fatigue: long term usage means long term 
commitments

data collection: privacy challenges depending on the context
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data collection

observation for short time periods

interviews at varying points

surveys / questionnaires at varying points

diaries

system logs
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family portals: minimum viable prototype
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why not a lab study?

interux.com
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recruitment can be 
tough!
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introduce the technology (to all homes!)
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let them take ownership, place the design
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build rapport
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data collection

interview at the start of the study to establish a ‘baseline’

interaction types and their timing logged

we did not log video, we logged writing

interview each week (sometimes they become 
disinteresting)

interview at the end of the study
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expected uses – staying connected
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expected uses – leaving messages



surprising uses – sharing activities
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surprising uses - playfulness
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non-use
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prototypes may break
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testing a three-way connection is hard
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relationships may change over time
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setting it up in a remote location is tough
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be extremely sensitive to privacy

the study reveals more than just uses of 
technology
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generalizing beyond the example

different technologies will reveal different 
challenges

different situations will reveal different challenges

anticipate the challenges ahead of time;
field deployments are time and resource intensive


